Who is RC Christian?

As documented in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution”, it’s nearly impossible to pin this ‘guy’ down. That was almost two years ago; based on my continuing research it’s only gotten harder – and more bizarre. According to some accounts he only exists in legend. According to others, he existed as a real historical figure around the time of the French Revolution AND the beginning of the Enlightenment AND he shows up in legends that track back all the way to Ancient Egypt and India AND ‘he’ shows up as a popular “Ascended Master” as thoroughly documented in Section 3 of “The THEorY of LIVEvolution”. As documented in Section 3d of “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” and the Kosmos link here “Ascended Masters” are another form of ‘UFOs’. And this still isn’t all, ‘his’ name served as a pseudonym for the mysterious man who showed up in Elberton Georgia to produce the Georgia Guidestones that advocate a 90% reduction in worldwide population among other niceties. And it is here that where we can see how “he” wields control over this country via “The Order” of Skull and Bones and the most radical of the eco wackos.

(Author’s note: For an in depth discussion on the Georgia Guidestones specifically see Section 3a of “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” and the link 322, the Georgia Guidestones and the eco wackos at the bottom of the new age page. Also, please bear with some redundancy that may appear but most of the subsequent information should be new).

Before we get started I should mention that ‘he’ goes by several different names (It’s arguable on each one whether to assign it to the physical person of history or to the mystical one of legend. So you can see problems starting already):

RC Christian
Robert Christian
Christian Rozenkruetz
The Count of Saint Germain
Le Comte de Saint Germain
Prince Ragoczy of Transylvania
Father CRC
Hiram Abiff (Master Builder of Solomon’s Temple)

The best way to break down this latest information is to separate, as best I can, the physical RC Christian from the more mystical. Here is the general outline:

I. The Physical RC Christian 
II. The Mystical/Physical RC Christian
III. Background of the Rose Cross
IV. The Mystical RC Christian

Let’s start with the physical manifestation of our new friend RC Christian.

I think.